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1 - RITCHIE, Ward. Adventures with Authors.
[Laguna Beach, California]: [Laguna Verde Imprenta],
1978.
[34] pp. 24 x 15 cm. Red, black, and white marbled
Cockerell paper wrappers, with paper labels pasted to
front and back. Faint rubbing and very light toning to
spine and extremities of covers. A small patch of very
small speckled stains on verso of colophon at rear.
Interior otherwise clean and unmarked.
One of "about fifty copies" printed on a 1835 Albion
hand press, this short work by the famous printer Ward
Ritchie was based on a talk given at the Zamorano Club
of Los Angeles. Showcased in red within this work are
the initial letters designed for Ritchie by the Polish artist
Stanislaw Szukalski.
$600.00

2 - DELEGALL, Walter (editor); JOHNSTON, Percy
(Publisher); et al. Dasein: A Quarterly Journal of the Arts,
Volume I, Number I. Washington D.C.: Dasein Literary
Society, 1961.
74 pp. 23 x 15 cm. Paper pictorial wrappers printed in black
and silver, covering approximately 3/4 of journal. Some
rubbing to spine. 20 x 15 mm chip to upper corner of rear
cover, with wrinkling to head of rear cover. Penciled price to
inside of front cover, with previous owner's initials written in
pencil in upper corner of page 3. Wrinkling to head of final
two leaves.
Published between 1961 and 1973, Percy Johnston's Dasein was
not simply just another journal for the arts, but was a
publication for African-American artists. In the late 1950s at
Howard University, a group of students eventually known as
the Howard Poets created a series of poetry readings that predated the Black Arts Movement.
Johnston and some of the other Howard Poets created Dasein in order to widen the audience for Black

arts. Distinct from the Howard Poets, the Dasein Poets were a much broader grouping of voices who
were a collective in print, but not in person. This first issue featured nearly all of the remaining
Howard Poets as editors in some form, and contains twenty-seven works, including a memorial for
Richard Wright.
$85.00

3 - BROWNE, Hablot K. (Phiz.) Illustrations to
Shakespeare. With a Portrait. London: s.n., 18-[2] pp. [25] leaves of plates. 26.5 x 18.5 cm. Half leather with
gilt titling to spine; portrait of Browne; one of "Only Fifty
Sets Coloured". Wear and bumping to corners and ends of
spine. Splitting along rear joint; top half of split has been
glued. Previous owner's bookplate to front pastedown. Front
hinge cracked and "repaired" with transparent tape. Thin spot
to center bottom of title page, with transparent tape covering
it on both recto and verso. Considerable toning to leaves of
plates, moreso to uncolored plates. Binding still relatively
firm.

Better known as "Phiz", Hablot Knight Browne was a
prolific artist who illustrated several of the books of Charles
Dickens, Charles Lever, Harrison Ainsworth, and Harriet
Beecher Stowe. In 1852, Samuel Phelps edited a two
volume edition of the plays of Shakespeare which featured
illustrations by Browne. This scarce, slender volume
contains twelve sets of those steel engraved illustrations.
Each set is comprised of one colored and one uncolored
engraving, separated by a blank page.
$575.00

4 - LOVELL, Virgil E. (intro.) Lovana's
Palace Ball Program, January 14, 1983.
Bowling Green, Kentucky: Hub Publications,
1983.
[52] pp. 16.5 x 25.5 cm. Brown velveteen on
gold card wrappers, black and white
photographs throughout. Stapled newspaper
article about event laid in. Some rubbing to
covers, with small creases to corners. Some
toning to spider's web embossed glassine
endpapers. Two business cards attached to
inside of front cover by a paperclip, which
shows some rusting. Paperclip impressions to head of title page with small rust marks. Hammer prices
have been written in in blue ink for each auction lot, sometimes also with the name of the winning
bidder or other notations. Binding is firm with no signs of rust to staples.
The Lovana's Palace Ball of January 14th, 1983 was no small event in the history of the Brown Palace
Hotel in Denver. Two thousand people were in attendance at the black tie ball and auction, which
featured the presence of actual livestock in the hotel's lobby. In addition to auctioning off bulls and
heifers, Lovana Farms also placed embryos from their best livestock on the block. Unfortunately for
Virgil Lovell, the owner of Lovana Farms, this activity caught the interest of the Internal Revenue
Service. Lovell was under investigation by the IRS and had a $6 million tax liability, and in midFebruary he met with and offered a $500,000 bribe to an IRS agent to make the problem go away. In
December of the same year, Lovell
and tax shelter promoter Charles
Hara were arrested for attempting to
make the largest bribe ever offered to
an agent of the IRS.
No copies found in WorldCat.
$150.00

5 - THOMPSON, Paul; ROSSER, Ellen;
GREUSSING, Gary (editors). Choice. Madison,
Wisconsin: Choice, 19618 pp. 21.5 x 14 cm. Staplebound illustrated paper
wrappers, cover title Choice3 Poetry. Faint toning
to covers, with possible previous owner's initials
penciled at upper corner of front cover. Interior
clean and unmarked. No visible rusting to staples.

Before Ellen Rosser made a name for herself in
the 1970s as a small press publisher, an activist, and
a professor of English at California State
University, she was working on her Bachelor’s
degree at the University of Wisconsin - Madison.
Together with co-editor Paul Thompson and art
editor Gary Greussing, Rosser produced this
undated collection of poetry in the early 1960s
towards the end of the Beat Era. Fittingly enough,
an ad from a beatnik coffeeshop called The Pad is
printed on the rear cover, where incidentally, nineteen year old Bob Dylan would play while crashing on
couches for a short time in 1961. Given the cover title we suspect that this was the third in a series, but
have been unable to confirm this as there are no other copies in holdings save for one copy of this same
edition in the UK.
$50.00

6 - BENSON, E.F. Bensoniana. London: Arthur
L. Humphreys, 1912.
63 pp. 14.5 x 11.5 cm. Red full leather covered
boards with titling in gilt; tooling in blind and gilt,
top edge gilt, five small sepia toned plates. Two title
pages, with one engraved and one printed with title
in red. Rubbing to all sides of spine as well as boards
and extremities. Some wear to corners. Binding
signed "Morrell. Binder. London". Offsetting to
edges of endpapers from leather turn-ins. Interior
clean aside from a small penciled notation verso of
front free endpaper. Binding firm.
This uncommon collection of quotes from the works
of E.F. Benson has been handsomely bound by the
firm of William Turner Morrell in London. In
addition to being signed by the binder, the book is
also signed on the rear board for the Charles E.
Lauriat Company of Boston. Three years after this
book was published, Charles Lauriat set sail on the final journey of the HMS Lusitania. When the ship was
sinking after being torpedoed by a German U-boat, Lauriat attempted to assist the writer and publisher
Elbert Hubbard and his wife Alice. Lauriat was picked up by another boat called the Flying Fish, and later
led a mutiny when the captain wouldn't allow those who were rescued to leave the ship until the captain
had reported to the proper authorities in what was then Queenstown, Ireland. He wrote "The Lusitania's
Last Voyage", which was published later that year.
$250.00

7 - La Grande Masse des Beaux-Arts; VERLY, J.F.
(réalisation). L'Impromptu de Salzburg: Le Programme du
Gala de la Grande Masse de l'École des Beaux-Arts , 15
Juin, 1956. [Paris]: La Grande Masse des Beaux-Arts, 1956.
[58] pp. 21 x 21 cm. Illustrated stiff paper jacket wrapped and
pasted to inside of thick card covers; all edges stained red.
Moderate toning, light soil, and splash marks to covers. Interior
clean and unmarked. Numbered 232 of 1000 copies produced.
Founded in 1926, la Grande Masse des Beaux-Arts is an
association of current and former students of l'École des
Beaux-Arts. The association has played a large role in
advocating for better living conditions for students in addition
to supplying workspaces and support. They also actively
organize events for the promotion of the work of its members,
and from 1930 to 1967, held 24 large galas which functioned as
fundraisers for the association. Mozart was the theme for this program book from 1956, and features
many black and white and color illustrations from Bernard Buffet, Roger Bezombes, Roger ChapelinMidy, Eugène Gire, and Jean Picart le Doux, as well as a reproduction of a hand written letter from Jean
Cocteau. This is copy number 232 of 1000 copies printed, and surprisingly enough, we have been unable
to find any entries for this program in WorldCat.
$75.00

8 - KANDEL, Lenore. An Exquisite Navel. [Studio City,
California]: Three Penny Press, 1959.
[28] pp. 22 x 14 cm. Yellow stiff paper wrappers with title in
red and black, in a pink paper jacket with titling in black.
Illustrations by Dictor Rivera and lettering by Rosie Haynes.
Rubbing and light soil to jacket, with light sunning to folded
spine. Uneven sunning to covers of booklet (4 mm strip)
along head of covers. Original price of 65¢ has been blacked
out on front cover in favor of 75¢ on jacket. Previous owner's
initials to upper corner of first page. Some toning to interior
around extremities of pages. No signs of rust to staples.
Any mention of the Beat Generation immediately brings to
mind writers like Jack Kerouac, William S. Burroughs, Allen
Ginsberg, or a number of other male authors. The movement
was certainly male-centric, with women of the group primarily
only acknowledged through their associations with male
writers. The work that was produced by women within the Beat movement has been largely
overshadowed until relatively recently, and their work and its value is now being appreciated on a much
larger scale. Lenore Kandel is just one of those writers, but is certainly one of the most important women
authors of the Beat Generation. Although a New Yorker by birth, Kandel spent most of her adult life in
California. Her 1966 publication The Love Book was found to be in violation of obscenity codes, and the
resulting trial was the longest running one in the history of San Francisco. This and the next two poetry
collections from Three Penny Press are some of Kandel's earlier works, and are rarely seen on the market.
$175.00

9 - KANDEL, Lenore. A Passing Dragon Seen Again. [Studio
City, California]: Three Penny Press, 1959.
[32] pp. 21.5 x 14 cm. Blue stiff card covers with titling in white.
Illustrations by [Pat] Piven, [Rivera] Dictor, and Fox. Lettering by
Rosie Haynes. Faint uneven toning to covers. Faint uneven toning
to interior, mostly toward extremities. Some rusting to staples.
Otherwise an exceptionally nice copy, without any bumping to
corners.
$125.00

10 - HAYNES, Grover (ed.); LORANGER, Fred;
KANDEL, Lenore; ABEL, Hank; MRAKICH, Doris
Danica; STEPHENS, Jerry; LOGAN, Chuck; BROWN,
Walter C; WEINREIB, Mort; O’SULLIVAN, Padriec
Suemus (Paddy). More Beards and Brown Bags. [Studio
City, California]: Three Penny Press, 1959.
[28] pp. 22 x 14 cm. Yellow stiff paper wrappers with titling in
black on front cover. Illustrations by Pat Piven, with lettering
by Rosie Haynes. Light uneven toning, with some light soil.
Light bump with resulting crease toward tail of spine. Small 5
mm nick to tail of front cover. Light toning to extremities of
interior. No visible signs of rusting to staples.
$125.00

11 - BREWER, Wheaton Hale; DOUGLAS, George
(foreword). Burlingame Ballads. Burlingame, California:
Burlingame Publishing Company, 1920.
19 pp. 16.5 x 12 cm. Brown paper wraps with titling in black
on front cover. Some bumping to corners with resulting light
creasing to upper corner of front cover, and bottom corner of
rear cover. Bumping and light creasing to upper corner of text
block. Some rusting to staples.
Wheaton Hale Brewer was the atheist son of an Episcopal
minister, and attended the University of California, Berkeley,
graduating in 1919. He was a student of Witter Bynner, a
Professor of Oral English, whose teaching contract the
University refused to renew due to either his flaunting of the
rules by offering alcohol to students, or by his homosexuality.
Brewer and a number of other students wrote and put together
a book of poetry in honor of Bynner entitled W.B. in
California. The following year Brewer married for the first time and produced this booklet of poems
glorifying the town of Burlingame. Although Brewer never turned to writing full-time, he did continue to
write poetry for the rest of his life.
$125.00

12 - M'CREERY, John. A Selection, from the Ancient
Music of Ireland, Arranged for the Flute or Violin, Some of
the Most Admired Melodies, adapted to American Poetry...to Which is
prefixed, Historical and Critical Observations on Ancient Irish Music.
Petersburg: Yancey & Burton, 1824.
xxii, [7]-208 pp. 21 x 13.5 cm. Quarter-leather with gilt ruling
and titling to spine. Soil and some scuffing to boards, with
wear to tail of spine and corners. Some splitting to joints near
head and tail of spine. Penciled gift inscription dated 1841 on
front pastedown. Moderate foxing throughout. Binding still
quite firm.
At the beginning of the nineteenth century three Irish men
living in the United States, John Burk, John M'Creery, and
Thomas Robinson, formulated the idea of publishing a book
of music which combine the old songs or Ireland with modern
American patriotic verse. According to the foreword,
the idea of the book was conveyed through American
newspapers to the United Kingdom, where Thomas
Moore and Sir John Stevenson became inspired to
publish Moore's Irish Melodies in 1808.
Armistead
Churchill Gordon states in his book Virginian Writers
of Fugitive Verse, the Philadelphia Military Association
held a competition for the best national song around
1808 or 1809. It appears that M'Creery’s The American
Star was submitted, which followed the tune of the
Irish song Captain O'Kane. The song was well loved,
and eventually rivaled The Star-Spangled Banner in
popularity during the War of 1812. Due to the death
of Burk in 1808, M'Creery and Robinson's book was
heavily delayed until it was finally published in 1824,
and never caught up to the popularity of Moore's
book. However popular The American Star became,
aside from the mention of the poem for the
competition, we have been unable to find any earlier
publications of it.
$1,250.00

13 - The North Face; [TOMPKINS, Douglas].

Don’t be a humbug: An Invitation to a Pre-Xmas
Stag Party at The North Face. [San Francisco]:
The North Face, 1966 or 1967.
23 x 10 cm (23 x 20 open). Single sheet, folded once.
Three faint spots on front of invitation, otherwise
clean and in pristine condition.
Most people are familiar with The North Face as one
of the biggest suppliers of outdoor equipment and
clothing, but what many people do not realize just
how different the company was in its infancy. Doug
and Susie Tompkins started the company as a mail
order business in 1966, and in October of that same
year, held a legendary grand opening party at their
new storefront at 308 Columbus Avenue in San
Francisco.

The Grateful Dead played a set in front of a large
Ansel Adams print, the Hells Angels worked the
door, and Joan Baez wandered the crowd. This
exceptionally rare and quite cheeky invitation is
from a later "Pre-Xmas Stag Party" in December of
1966 or 1967, before Tompkins sold the business
to Kenneth "Hap" Klopp. Klopp then moved the
business to Berkeley and made The North Face
what we know today.
$75.00

14 - de VIGNOLE, Jacques Barozzio. Règles des
cinq ordres d'architecture par Jacques Barozzio de
Vignole avec l'ordre françois et un petit Traité de la coupe des
pierres, de charpente, de menuiserie, et Serrurerie. Paris: Chez
Jean, rue Jean de Beauvais, No. 10, 179-.
58 leaves of engraved plates. 24 x 19 cm. Paper covered
boards (with faux tree calf design) with leather spine
and spine label tooled in gilt. Seal of the city of
Fribourg, Switzerland on front board. Book is housed
in a custom cloth covered clamshell case with title and
incorrect date on spine. Light rubbing to case, with
some light sunning to spine. Rubbing and light wear to
extremities of boards of book, with bumping and wear
to corners. Chipping to edges of spine label. Tiny 3 mm
debossed star toward the bottom corner of front board.
Foxing to all edges of text block. Prize inscription dated
1813 on front free endpaper, with gift inscription dated
1931 on bottom corner of same page. Some light soil
and foxing to edges of leaves.
Giacomo Barozzi da Vignola's Regola delli cinque ordini
d'architettura is undoubtedly the most published work on
architecture, with its clearness and incredible practicality
making it useful even now for the understanding of
classical architecture. Although the clamshell case for
this French edition states that the year of publication is
1735, the Institut de France has determined that it was
most likely published in the 1790s, based on the years of
activity of the publisher. The title page has been
engraved by Martin van Maelle, or van Maële, who was a
French illustrator whose career took off after he
illustrated the French edition of H.G. Wells' Les Premiers
Hommes dans la Lune. At the present, he is now better
known for his erotic illustrations. This particular copy
was presented to Pierre Farvagnié in 1813 as first prize in
drawing from the French Schools of the town of
Fribourg, Switzerland.
$250.00

15 - WALKER, William A.; WOMACK, H. Lynn
(editor), JARIN, Roger W. (editor); CARLISLE,
Angela (editor); HOWARD, Burgess C.
(introduction). The Potomac Review: No. 1,
Summer 1959. Washington D.C.: Potomac Review,
1959.
32 pp. 21.5 x 13.5 cm. Pictorial stiff paper cover.
Light rubbing with some light soil to covers.
Previous owner's penciled initials to upper corner of
index page. Interior otherwise clean and unmarked.
Some rusting to staples.
In 1959 the general public of America was becoming
familiar with the Beat movement, and what had
begun as a literary movement of dissent was now
being mimicked through a commodified "look" that
was accompanied by a host of new slang words.
Perhaps they had the best of intentions, or perhaps it
was merely an attempt to capitalize on the idea of
Beat culture, but H. Lynn Womack and a few others
started The Potomac Review, which was intended to be a creative writing and opinion journal for the
Metropolitan Washington area. This first issue is comprised of the work of one person, namely William
A. Walker, who was to be the journal's editor. The description of Walker in the introduction, coupled
with his poetry, certainly matches the stereotypical Beatnik defined by popular culture. The managing
editor, H. Lynn Womack, was no stranger to the publication business. Womack would make a name for
himself not as a publisher of literary magazines, but of physique magazines that largely catered a gay male
audience. In early 1960, Womack was arrested and charged with sending obscene materials via the mail.
He would later be convicted for this and other charges, and was able to continue publishing material while
serving his sentence at a psychiatric hospital, being that homosexuality was then seen as being a mental
illness. Womack's appeal went all the way to the Supreme Court, which made his case the first case
involving homosexuality to be orally argued at that level.
There are only two holdings for this journal in WorldCat, and we have been unable to find any issues
whatsoever beyond the first issue. This leads us to believe that the journal was dropped either out of a
lack of public interest, or possibly due to Womack's legal troubles.
$35.00

16

-

ROUCOURT,

J[ean] B[aptiste].
Recueil de Romances. Paris: Chez Pascal
Taskin, et al, c. 1820.
55 leaves of plates including engraved
frontispiece portrait. 33 x 26 cm. Red paper
covered boards with leather spine and leather
title label to front board; gilt tooling to spine; all
edges gilt. Later typed index laid in. Wear to
head of spine and corners, with 20 mm chip to
tail of spine. Some splitting along sides of
backstrip. Foxing throughout interior. Tearing
along plate marks on a few leaves, with 10 cm
strip missing from fore edge of one leaf.
Although his name is largely unknown now,
Jean-Baptiste Roucourt (b. 1780) would have
been fairly well known in Brussels in the early
nineteenth century. In addition to being a
composer, Roucourt was in charge of the
musical review in the Journal des Pays-Bas. In 1812, he started a school of music which would later become
the Conservatoire Royale de Musique in 1832. This
binder's volume of his Romances contains twenty-seven
pieces which are mostly published by the celebrated
harpsichord and piano maker, Pascal Taskin. Bound by
Millet Papetier on rue Montmartre in Paris, the number
of pieces in this collection certainly rivals the size of the
collection of Roucourt's music spoken of in Candace
Bailey's book Charleston Belles Abroad: The Music Collections
of Harriett Lowndes, Henrietta Aiken, and Louisa Rebecca
McCord.
$350.00

17 - National Design Council (Canada);
ROCH, Ernst (designer); HARDER, Rolf
(designer). Design Canada: XIV Triennale

Di Milano - XIV Triennale, Milan - XIVe
Triennale de Milan - XIV. Mailänder
Triennale. Ottawa: Canada Department of
Industry; National Design Council, (Canada),
[1968].
14 parts, all unpaginated. 28.5 x 22 cm. Stiff card
portfolio with fourteen parts; text in Italian,
English, French, and German. Some creasing to
cover of portfolio, with crushing to sides. Light
bumping to corners of publications, else fine.
Contains all fourteen parts which are as follows:
Introduction; Architectural Design: Individual
Buildings (3 parts in orange); Architectural
Design: University Complexes (3 parts in yellow);
Environmental Design (2 parts in green); Arts
and Architecture (2 parts in blue); Canadian
Product Design (3 parts in purple).
Opening on May 30, 1968, the 14th Milan Triennale was nearly doomed from the start. Mirroring the
student protests in Paris, a group of protesting students and artists occupied the exhibition building for
several days. A number of exhibitions were destroyed, and the building needed to be repaired and
repainted before the reopening on the 23rd of June. When the exhibition closed the following month, the
executive committee resigned, and another Triennale wouldn't be held until 1974.
This portfolio is from the Canadian exhibit, and represents the golden age of Canadian design. Created by
Rolf Harder and Ernst Roch, the portfolio and its contents take European design as a basis, and builds on
that to create a style that would remain distinctly Canadian for several years to come. Exceptionally scarce
on the market, this portfolio is considered to be one of the most important pieces of modern Canadian
design.
$2,500.00

18 - WINGREN, Bo (Commissary). Sweden at
the XIVth Triennale in Milan, 1968 – Brochure.
[Stockholm]: The Swedish Institute; The Swedish
Museum of Architecture; The Swedish Society for
Industrial Design, 1968.
44.5 x 26 cm. Single sheet of clear plastic, printed on
both sides in orange and purple, folded once. Some
offsetting from sheet being folded. 20 mm split to
fold on left side of sheet. A few small tears in plastic
at head and middle of sheet.
As mentioned in the cataloguing for the portfolio
above, the XIVth Triennale in Milan very nearly
ended within hours of its opening. The Swedish entry
was designed by the architects Sture Balgård and
Jöran Lindvall. The exhibit was an unlit square room
that held eight projection screens that were arranged
in pairs along the diagonals of the room. Nearly three
thousand photos from Swedish cities taken by Peder
Björkengren, Carl-Johan de Geer, Walter Hirsch, and
others were projected on the screens, while electronic
music played in a non-stop loop. This exhibit aimed to show the development of the country while also
highlighting the problems that stemmed from that development. This piece, which most likely would
have been given out at the exhibit, spells out the intent of the group, with the English text printed in
orange on one side, and the Italian text printed in purple on the other side. We have been unable to find
any copies of this item on WorldCat or anywhere else for that matter.
$300.00

19 - PRITCHETT, W. Kendrick. The Five Attic
Tribes After Kleisthenes: A Dissertation Submitted to the
Board of University Studies of the Johns Hopkins University in
Conformity with the Requirement for the Degree of Doctor of
Philosophy. Baltimore: Privately Printed, 1942.
80 pp. 28.5 x 22 cm. Carbon copied thesis on onionskin
paper, bound in black cloth covered boards with titling in
gilt on spine. Light rubbing to boards with bump to head
of spine. Foxing to edges of text block. Light foxing to
endpapers with some faint foxing scattered throughout
text. A few handwritten corrections to the text are
scattered throughout the text, but mostly in the second
half of the book. Three lines of corrected text on a slip of
paper have been pasted onto page 20; the paper bearing
discoloration from the glue.
For those immersed in the study of ancient Greece, the
name W.K. Pritchett should be a very familiar name.
Pritchett was a professor of Greek in the Berkeley
Department of Classics from 1948 to 1976, and wrote
over 30 books and over 100 articles in his lifetime. He
was the recipient of a Fulbright Research Fellowship, as
well as two Guggenheim Fellowships, and was a fellow of
the British Academy and the Royal Irish Academy. By
the time Pritchett submitted his thesis in 1942, he had
already made a name for himself for the work he did in
collaboration with Professor B.D. Meritt in the work 'The
Chronology of Hellenistic Athens' in 1940. This bound
thesis comes from Pritchett's own collection, and bears
his penciled corrections to the text which were then
added to the published version.
$250.00

20 - HALL, Radclyffe. Adam's Breed. London:
Cassell & Company Ltd., 1928.
415 pp. 17.5 x 11.5 cm. Brown cloth covered boards
with gilt titling to spine; Pocket Library Edition. Some
rubbing to boards and spine, with bumping to corners
and spine ends. 13 mm split at tail of front joint. Large
bookplate from previous owner on front pastedown.
Signed and dated in black ink by Hall on half title page.
Diagonal crease to title page. Light cocking to spine.
Born in 1880 in the South East of England, Radclyffe
Hall first started publishing poetry upon the
encouragement of her lover, the singer Mabel Batten.
Batten also gave Hall the name John, which she used
for the rest of her life. In 1928 The Well of Loneliness,
which was Hall's only novel with a theme of lesbianism,

was published, and was the subject of an
obscenity trial in the United Kingdom ending
with the declaration that all copies should be
destroyed. Adam's Breed, published two years
before, is the story of a waiter who grows
disgusted with his job and goes to live as a
hermit in the forest. The book won both the
Prix Femina and the James Tait Black Prize.
$125.00

21 - WILKINSON, Marguerite; CURTIS, Elinor
S. By A Western Wayside. Santa Barbara: Craft
Camarata, 1912.
[26] pp. 17 x 12.5 cm. Stiff blue paper wraps with
illustration printed in black and tan on front cover;
extra illustrated. Light rubbing and toning to covers,
with light wear to head and tail of spine. Tiny nick to
bottom of front cover, with a few small nicks to
head of rear cover. 10 x 9 mm triangular chip
missing from bottom corner of rear cover. Names of
two previous owners in ink at head of first page.
Illustrated throughout with tipped in black and white
photos taken by Elinor S. Curtis. Some photos are
captioned with a place name, and some photos are
captioned with select stanzas from the poetry.
Born in 1883 in Canada, the poet Marguerite Ogden
Wilkinson grew up in Evanston, Illinois. She
married in 1909 and published her first book of
poetry two years later. She went on to review poetry
for The New York Times Book Review, and started
lecturing on poetry. After a nervous breakdown in 1928,
she took up swimming and also learned to fly a plane and
perform stunts in order to face her anxieties. In the
winter of 1928, she drowned while swimming at Coney
Island. This copy of By a Western Wayside was extra
illustrated with photographs taken by one Elinor S.
Curtis, who we believe died in 1939 in the Santa Barbara
area. The publisher, Craft Camarata, was run by John
Comstock, who was previously a head designer in the
Roycroft Shops of Elbert Hubbard.
$100.00
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